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A colorful view of the famous Double Triumph ,,Eros” 

Supervision from planting to harvesting brings these results 



A. J. VAN ENGELEN Ine. 
BULBGROWERS 

95 Franklin Avenue 

VALLEY STREAM, Long Island, N.Y. 

Telephone VAlley Stream 5—1122 Agents for: 

ste A. J. VAN ENGELEN INC. 

Bulbgrowers, 

HILLEGOM, HOLLAND 

HOLLAND GROWN BULBS ARE ,,. THE WORLD’S FINEST” 

Centuries of experience and know-how are the background for the development 

of the Dutch culture of bulbgrowing. No other agricultural product, anywhere in 

the world, is subject to such rigid inspection as that given to bulbs by the Dutch 

Dept. of Agriculture. 

The result is the highest possible standard of quality and the export of bulbs has 

become one of the major items in the Dutch economy. 

A. J. VAN ENGELEN’S BULBFARMS are among the most efficiently staffed and 

fully equipped in our country. 

The bulb area has not been damaged by the disastrous floods, that inflicted such 

incredible losses to life and property. 

Export of bulbs will be normal, we even expect an increase in 1953. 

IMPORTANT 

Our prices are for delivery FREE ON RAIL TO ANY PORT OF ENTRY ON THE 

ATLANTIC OR PACIFIC COAST. 

No extra charges of any kind. You only pay the inland freight from port of entry 

to your place. 

Mail your orders and correspondence to our office in Valley Stream, Long 

Island, N.Y. This office takes care of custom clearance and fastest possible 

distribution of the merchandise. 

You may continue to buy with confidence from A. J. VAN ENGELEN Inc., and 

be sure of the finest quality bulbs and the best possible service. 

Yours very truly, 

A. J. VAN ENGELEN Inc. 



Our Hyacinths are grown on pure sandy soil. 

We produce them by the million. 

ADVERTISING MATERIAL 

To stimulate your business in the fall, the office of 

The Associated Bulbgrowers of Holland 

29, Broadway 

New York, N.Y. 

has advertising material available (most of which is free) to be used in 

stores etc. to increase your bulbsales. Anybody, retailing Holland Bulbs 

in the fall, should write to the above address. 

It is a non-profit organization, set up by the Holland growers as a service 

to all who import our product. 



TERMS OF SALE 

Delivery free on rail 

to any of the following places, in your option: 

New York Chicago 

Boston Detroit 

Norfolk Cleveland 

Houston Seattle 

Portland 

This means that you only have to pay the transportation from such 

a place to destination. 

San Francisco 

Important: Orders reaching us after July 20th can only be delivered free 

on rail NEW YORK. 

Shipments for the WESTCOAST travel by Railway carloads from 

Montreal, Canada. We pay the overland freight. You pay only 

transportation from Seattle, Portland or San Francisco. 

Time of shipment: 

The bulbs will be shipped from Holland from the 20th of August 

onwards. 

If you want your bulbs early it is necessary that you place your 

orders as soon as possible, in any case before the middle of July. 

Payment 

1. Cash with order: 

for which we allow 3°/o cash discount. 

2. Cash on delivery, 

The amount due will be collected when the goods are delivered. 

In this case our prices are strictly net. 

3. Credit terms: 

If other arrangements are desired, please contact us. 

New customers, wishing credit terms, will please name 

references. 

Discount for large orders 

We allow the following discounts: 

Orders {rom vom 25o0—— to &* 500.— 5 B75 

S00 =" to os 1000, FZ %/o 

$ 1000.— upwards 10° 6 

Calculation 

250 bulbs of one variety will be charged at the 1000 rate. 

Less than 100 at the 100 rate. 



DARWIN TULIPS 
(THE GREAT FAVORITES) 

Without any doubt the most beloved and most popular of all Tulips, 

fine for bedding and for planting in borders. The variety of colors is 

very rich and they make a grand show. Tall, strong and upright 

stems reaching a height from 25 to 30 inches. 

Many varieties can be used for forcing. 

For counter sale we advise you to use Darwin Tulips in colored cartons. 

See offer on page 36. 

LOPSIZE FIRST SIZE 
12144—15 cm 11144—1214 cm 

p.100  p. 1000 p.100 p. 1000 
Aiterglow, salmon-orange, one of the finest $ $ $ $ 

tulips for outdoor growing. ..... S— 45.— 4530 40— 

All Bright, an improvement of the well-known 
Bartigon, of an intense brilliant red color 450 40— 4-— 35.— 

Allard Pierson, very fine dark red variety, one 
of the earliest forcers. Can be forced from . 

December 15th ... . 4.50 40.— 4,— 35.— 

Aristocrat, enormous strong and tall seittan soft 
purplish violet-rose, lighter edged. Really 
an aristocrat. Can also be forced from 
eONUOEV LOU ee Beas oe es . 6.50 60.— — a 

Baron de la Tonnaye, vivid ana acs Genter 

edge, very tall, fine bedder. .... . 4.50 40.— 4,— 35.— 

Bartigon, dazzling crimson-scarlet, the most 

popular darwintulip. Can be forced from 
JaNUeRVveLOUL een we ee oe a (ys. 400 38.— 3.80 33.— 

Bartigon Maximus, exactly the same as Barti- 
g0n, but with much larger flowers. . . . 4.70 42— 420 0°37 — 

Bleu Aimable, a strong and long lasting Tulip of 
exquisite deep lavender color. Excellent 
fOr Culling, ames 9— 45— 450 40.— 

Blue Ribbon, the very lar rest of nue itis. on 
a very tall and strong stem. Valuable 
novelty. Areal prize winner. .. . . 6.50 60.— mas —_ 

Breezand, deep geranium red with orange (te 
outstanding color and very tall. .. . 5.50 50.— — a 

Breitner, fiery glowing red, darker at base. An 
eye catching beauty, one of the best red 
Darwinsts, .ecbare aes ; 7.50 70 Soe. = 

Campfire, blood-red sport of the eae nay 
Bartigon. A very popular tulip!. . . , 450 40— 4— 35.— 

Caroline Testout, perfectly unnes soft rose 
tulip with white base. . . 6.50 60.— aa = 

City of Haarlem, rich glowing deep fence ones 
of the finest tulips in existence. . .. , 5,50 50.— a — 



DARWIN TULIPS (continued) 

Champion, a very nice soft rose Bartigon-sport 

Charles Needham, a fine novelty of an intense 
scarlet color, Only for outdoor-culture . 

Clara Butt, apple-blossom pink, an old favorite 
which is still in good demand . 

Cordell Hull, a double colored sport of the “sea 
known Bartigon, white stripes on a red 
ground. Very striking . 

Cum Laude, large bright purple cite Oval 
shaped flower of faultless form on a tall 
stem 

Demeter, one of the largest Darwins ever seen, 
reaching a height of at least 30 ins. and 
carrying an enormous violet flower. Very 
easy forcer. 
Can be forced from December 10th . 

Dresden China, an unusual coloring of shining 
soft lilac and pink, hard to describe but a 
real beauty. A wonderful new Darwintulip 

Dorry Overall, clear lilac blue, somewhat lighter 
at the edge. Large flower of great substance 
on a tall and strong stem. Outstanding 
variety of great beauty . 

Eclipse, large tulip of a fine brown-red color. 
Excellent bedding variety . 

Farncombe Sanders, large tulip of a fine scarlet 
color. An old favourite . 

Flag of War, uniform shade of dark blood-red 
with beautiful blackish centre. Fine large 
cutflower, very strong . ey 

Gallant Lady, a beautiful shade of carmine red, 
slightly lighter at the edges. Very charming 

Giant, large violet-purple flower, one of the 
largest tulips. A real giant . 

Glacier (Wildlust), large pure white oval EHaned 
flower, very strong and long lasting . 

Golden Age, deep buttercup-yellow, flushed 
salmon-orange. A very fine and distinct 
tulip. Can be forced from January 20th . 

Inglescombe Yellow, the well-known yellow 
darwin. Very strong and long lasting . 

Insurpassable, a very large lilac flower of great 
substance. One of the very best . 

Jubilee, rich pansy-violet with purple shade. 
Excellent and beautiful Darwin with qtrone 
stem 

Kathleen Parlow, Penuicent piven rose- Paine 
flower, slightly lighter towards the sons, 
Excellent shape and very large . : 

TOPSIZE 

124%4—15 cm 
p.100 p. 1000 

$ 

4.50 40.— 

5.— 45.— 

4.50 40.— 

3.— 45.— 

7.50 70.— 

6.50 60.— 

5.50 50.— 

6.—— 35.— 

5.50 50.— 

4.50 40.— 

5.50 50.— 

6.— 55.— 

6.— 55.— 

6.— 55.— 

5.50 50.— 

4.30. 38.— 

5.50 50.— 

5.50 50.— 

6.— 55.— 

FIRST SIZE 

114—124% cm 
p.100 p, 1000 
$ $ 

4A— 35.— 

4— 35.— 

4.50 40.— 

4— 35.— 

3.80 33.— 



DARWIN TULIPS continued 
TOPSIZE FIRST SIZE 

12'44—15 cm 114—124% cm 
p.100 p.1000 p.100  p.1000 
$ $ $ $ 

King George V, dazzling bright red, enormous 
large flower of great substance. . . 5.50 350.— — oe 

Lady Chamberlain, large tulip, ight violet with 
silvery white edge. Very striking. . . . S— 45.— — — 

La Tulipe Noire (the black pee eee black 
color. Very popular. . . 4.50 40.— — — 

Mad. Butterfly, light lilac with a yellow 
edge. Avery finetulip. . . 3.— 45,— oe 23 

Mad. Krelage, bright lavender- ae marine 
pale silvery pink. An old favorite. . . . 450  40.— — — 

Margaux, one of the largest tulips, Attractive 
deep wine red’color with a wide lighter 
edge, oval shaped with a bluish base. . S— 45.— — — 

Marshall Montgomery, white with red stripes. 
Strong and long lasting flower, very 
attractive oO) Ai. 4 5 ee) 6. —* 5 — — 

New Orleans, velvet-glossy-purple flowers of 
perfect shape. Very large and strong. 
Beautiful new variety. ....... S— 45.— — co 

Niphetos, a very fine and outstanding variety, 
outside soft sulphur-yellow, inside prim- 
rose-yellow. A wonderful bedding tulip. . 5.50 50.— — — 

Paul Richter, this is a new tulip of a nice bright 
red color. Very large and tall, very strong 
and handsome. One of the best red tulips 
in existence . . ee ete e me et 80.— — — 

Philip Snowden, a feanee carmine rose sport of 
Bartigon. Popular forcer. ...., . 450 40— 4— 35.— 

Pride of Haarlem, carmine-red, an enormous 

flower. Best bedder, very popular. .. . 4.30 38,.— — — 

Pride of Zwanenburg, a very fine tall growing 
Darwintulip, soft rose with broad silvery 

edge, making a striking effect. . .. . 5.50  50.— — ae 

Princess Elisabeth, soft deep rose, slightly 
edged. Can be forced from January 25th 450 40— 4— 35.— 

Prunus, the very finest Bartigon sport ever 
raised, in a lovely salmon color. ... 450 40— 4— 35.— 

Queen of the Night, the very darkest black of 
all black darwins. Outstanding. . . . . S— 45.— moe — 

Red Pitt, the improved Wm. Pitt, but much 

brighter color and somewhat larger flower. 
Same forcing qualities as the old favorite 450 40—- 4— 35.— 

Reliance, large strong tulip of a remarkable 
lilac color with a silvery shade. Out- 
standing variety: .. jjeeame 4. 4 « eeret 66.505 560. — — 



DARWIN TULIPS (continued) 
TOPSIZE FIRST SIZE 

12144—15 cm 114%—124% cm 
p.100  p. 1000 p.100 p, 1000 

$ $ $ $ 

Rose Copland, a sport of the well-known Wil- 
liam Copland. The earliest rose Darwin. . 430 38— 3.80 33.— 

Scarlet Leader, a very fine brilliant scarlet tulip, 
one of the best bedding tulips. .... 550 50.— — a 

Scarlet O'Hara, outstanding scarlet variety, 
probably the best in its color. gens gro- 
wer. One of the largest. . . . . 9.50 90.— ae = 

- Scotch Lassie, attractive shade of lilac varies 
darker inside, good sized , flower, petal 
SHON tIVELCLICXING: tt @a w a) ae as 5 Oe 45,.—1 — — 

Sunkist, a newer variety of a deep go San oe 
lowscolop, onlysforouldcoL =. —. 5.— 45.— ~ pede, 

The Bishop, dark violet-blue, very large and 
strong, slightly lighter edge. . . 6.— 55.— — ~~ 

The Peach, egg-shaped flower in a fine pink 
color. One of the finest tulips. .. . 5.50 50.— — ci 

Tubergen’'s Glory, one of the best Darwins, ae 
large flowers on sturdy stems. ee 
cochineal-pink with blue base. . . 6— 55.— a ao 

White Giant, a perfect white Tulip, very sturdy 
blooms, one of the best whites. . . 5.50 90.— — — 

William Copland, lavender, the earliest of all 
Darwins, best forcer. . . . . . 430 3:8— 3.80 33.— 

William Pitt, brilliant dark scarlet. Can be 
forced from Janudry-oth wee): 4.30 38.— — — 

Yellow Giant, dark peace ees lightly up 
ped brown 2 vie. 450 40— 4— 35.— 

Zwanenburg, pure white Darwin with black 
stamens. Long and strong stem. .. .. 4.50  40.— — — 

Ina very fine Mixture of DARWIN TULIPS 

consisting of more than 20 colors. . . . 4.30 

COLLECTIONS FOR OUTDOOR CULTURE 

1000 Darwin Tulips First Size 

in ten different, very striking varieties in contrasting 

COlOLS Oli he CROCE Cie UG Ts oe RAR oe li Si a th oe cree 

500 Darwin Tulips First Size 

in ten different varieties, our choice. ... . . $ 17.50 

With each collection of 1000 Darwins we shall supply free of charge 

ten beautiful colorprints of the varieties sent. 

-1 



TRIUMPH TULIPS 

Enormously large and strong blooms, flowering about 10 days before 

the Darwin tulips. They have strong and tall stems of about 22 inches 

high. Most varieties are excellent forcers. 

Triumph tulips are. vigorous growers and we can only offer them in 

EXTRA TOPSIZE QUALITY. 

EXTRA TOPSIZE 

BULBS 

13—15 cms, 

p. 100 p. oe 

Alberio, cerise-red with a narrow golden edge. Can be forced 
FOr Aaa Veet UU a.) fewer emery, oc oe eters Ee ee 4.50 40.— 

Aviator, brilliant carmine, white feathered edge, very 
striking. Can be forced from January 20th. .. . . . 5.— 45.-— 

Bandoeng, mahogany-red, flushed ome Bs Can be Rane 
Trot An Waiye ol & on eee 4.50 40.— 

Bright Beauty, very large dark Oran tip of dine shape. 
Recommended for bedding. . : 3.— 45.— 

Bruno Walter, an outstanding color in oes vaeitirtat are 
Deep orange-yellow, outside faintly flushed purple. Very 
fine flowers. Can be forced from the middle of January 5.50 90.— 

Crater, glowing scarlet, one of the best tulips, strong and 
robust flowering and especially suitable for ae Can 
be forced from January: 15th) > .4; 5.— 45,— 

Crown Imperial, brownish red, edged say Wece easy 
forcer. Can be forced from December 20th, ... . 4,50 40.— 

Denbola, violet-red with creamy white edge. Exceptionally 
strong and long lasting flowers. Can be forced from 
January Othe. oan 7.— 65.— 

Edith Eddy, carmine red with oe vii pci a very ine 
and striking tulip. Can be forced from January 10th. . 4.50 40.— 

Elisabeth Evers, fuchsia-rose, from top to base soft silvery 
suffused, white base. Enormously large flower. Can be 
FOrCEC aT Ol salary ac0 LiL. a er ae ee ee 5.50 50.— 

Elmus, carmine-red, edged white. Can be forced from 
January 15th ah YL eS ; ig 9.50 50.— 

Golden Wonder, a very large porter yellow tulip ae 
strong; the best of its class. . . 7.— 65.— 

Glory of Noordwijk, deep lilac-rose with soit ace ah Ba 
forced frome Janvary..20Lh we, ee eee ens 5.50 50.— 

Hesperos, reddish violet, giving gigantic flowers on tall 
stems. Only for outdoor-culture. .....,.. 3.— 45.— 

Kansas, the best snow-white Triumph tulip, very strong and 
substantial flowers. Can be forced from January 15th 4,50 40.— 

Korneforus, a valuable tulip of a fine dark scarlet color. Can 
bestorcedsfromJanuaryet Sthe se en ee 5.30 48.— 

Mr. Kerbert, an enormous large vee in a distinct pink sei 
bine stor teardening geen a kere — 45.— 



TRIUMPH TULIPS (continued) EXTRA TOPSIZE 
BULBS 

13—15 cms. 
p. 100 p. 1000 

$ $ 
Nova, an outstanding variety, beautiful salmon color with 

silvery rose shade. ee large and ae Only for 
Deddingers Gay. aay > ee 5am 45.— 

Pax, a very large and bold pure Waite FG trae on an 
exceptionally long and strong stem. A new a ae ope 
Olvorediest valucwexCelenttoG, 1orcing ws). . 5.50 50.— 

Piccadilly, carmine red with a Se Bpre white edge. Very 
SUL seo A YM ae ; 4.50 40.— 

President von Hindenburg, one ee abe Beet varieties, sates 
red with a broad creamy yellow edge. ety showy, Can 
besiorcearirom January isth <i? 7), — ene 45 

Pride of Berlin, long shaped orange-red ew ere sith a relent 
edge. Good forcing Vena: Can be forced from 
Tanta rye OL ee ey Bee : = AG 

Princess Beatrix, orange-red with Peon nice apart of ah: 
well-known Alberio, and much more beautiful. . . , 5.— 45.— 

Reforma, very large and strong flower of a soft yellow color. 
Very long lasting. Late forcer, .. 2 dash 5.— 45.— 

Rhineland, very fine double colored tulip, half be half 
vellow;.a line bedding variety... 4.50 40.— 

Roland, one of the best forcing tulips. Shining aeetee with 
white edge. A new tulip with a great future. . . : 8.— 75.— 

Rose Beauty, rosy red, attractive strong flower, which tee 
a splendid display in beds. Also a good forcer, .. . 3.— 45.— 

Telescopium, an elegantly shaped tulip of large size. Outside 
reddish violet. Can be forced from February ist, .. . 4.50 40.— 

Ursa Minor, large deep golden- red tulip. Can be forced 
ITOMm January eLoL ee, De SReUT 3 Sieh erees |” ithe 5.— 45,.— 

In a wonderful MIXTURE of TRIUMPH TULIPS, containing all possible 

shades and colors 

Extra Topsize, 13—15 cm bulbs . 

Best first size, 1144—1214 cm bulbs . 

POPULAR COLLECTIONS OF TRIUMPH TULIPS, 

best first size bulbs, 1114—12!14 cm | 

2.500 Triumph tulips, in ten different very striking varieties, 
our choice pen ghpeaiehe shea 

1.000 Triumph tulips, in ten most striking varieties, fine for 
garden decoration . : ie ae 

500 Triumph tulips, in ten of the finest varieties . 



COTTAGE TULIPS 
(MAYFLOWERING- OR SINGLE LATE TULIPS) 

These excellent garden tulips, which flower at the same time as the 

Darwins are noted for their elegant shapes and rich outstanding 

coloring, dominating in yellow and orange shades. Highly recom- 

mended for making fine display, mass groupings and unrivalled 

for cutflowers. The most outstanding of the Cottage tulips are: 

Advance, Mongolia, Mrs, John Scheepers and Smiling Queen. We 

suggest that you order a quantity of these unsurpassed beauties. 

TOPSIZE, BULBS 
p. 100 p. 1000 
$ $ 

Advance, the most beautiful, the most outstanding and im- 

posing of all late tulips. Indeed, this tulip is of extra size 
and beauty of a fiery salmon-red color with bluish reflec- 
tion, carried on a SHne and ang stem, eae than any 
OUICHA LUD ee - i a ete 6.50 60.— 

Albino, very fine pure fie ee ie iG showy 
NowecieGan oe forced trom January L5th4a s2 e.5 aihtiee 9.50 90.— 

Argo, unique color, golden yellow with red and orange spots. 
Wel Va Nice=ANOestriciliG. eae tian, a til thy ® eral: 4.50 40.— 

Barbara Pratt, a very fine dark pink variety. ... . 5.— 45.— 

Belle Jaune, a wonderful fine shaped pancen tulip of a can 
yellow color . . . — diet Toatiatie we coe 5.— 45.— 

Blanca, the purest white of all white fips: ai flower of 
great substance. Perfect bedder. .. . ae 6.— 45.— 

Carrara, very large, egg-shaped pure white flower on 
strong stems. Can be forced after January 10th. . . . 4,50 40.— 

Conde Nast, a charming novelty of great beauty. The color 
is light yellow, flushed orange with a faint rosy sheen on 
outside of petals. Huge flowers of fine form. .. . 6.— 95.— 

Dido, cherry-red, edged salmon er eS One of the rare 
tulips in existence. .. — 4.50 40.— 

Flaming Beauty, remarkable new EMD: sold elon wit 
red stripes. Very striking and attractive. . .. , 3.— 45.— 

G. W. Leak, an attractive new tulip of a deep geranium- =< 
color. Nicely shaped pointed petals. Areal Beauty. . . 5.50 30.—- 

Geisha, soft dove-grey, inside glistening soft purple-violet, 
long flower on tall stem. Very oddly colored. . . . 9.50 50.— 

Golden Harvest, one of the best tulips both for garden and 
forcing. Can be forced from January 10th. ... , 4.30 38.— 

Marjorie Bowen, a combination of buff and salmon, large 
and beautiful flower .. . 5.— 45.— 

Marshal Haig, a very fine brilliant eerie ‘alip of high 1 merits 9.90 50.— 

Mongolia, this gigantic Cottage tulip has egg-shaped flowers 
of a soft yellow color. As far as we know, together 
with the famous Mrs. John peceners.. the e largest PEE 
iInsexistenCeme ma 6.— 35.— 

10 



COTTAGE TULIPS (continued) ee a ni 
. p. p. 

$ 
Mons. S. Mottet, a multiflowering tulip, generally bearing 

3 flowers on a stem. A beautiful variety of a creamy 
white color, on the outside passing to soft rose. . . . 5.50 50.— 

Mothersday, very fine sulphur yellow flowers. Medium large, 
LINEmCULIOWCLSe eae GLe ,erneee ate ire oo, c 8, 4.50 40.— 

Mount Erebus, pure white, very Bares flower on a strong 
eualah WaeNle Cimcieataa at Ape) oy ; the os ahgnere 5.50 50.— 

Mrs. John Scheepers, Tepes! formed long- iheta Cottage 
tulip of exceptional size in a deep golden yellow color. 
One of the most valuable and outstanding tulips. . . 5.50 50.— 

Northern Queen, enormous flower on strong stem, rose-lilac 
with white base and white margin. Excellent bedder 6.— 55.— 

Orange King, glistening deep orange, sweet scented. 
Recommended for beds and borders. ....... , 5.— 45,— 

Ossi Oswalda, creamy white, flushed rose, a very attractive 
[iO a Ger aren AMEE ee eh Ss. ge le yl ee 4S. 

Princess Margaret Rose, a splendid novelty, yellow with a 
very distinct edge of bright scarlet; a very strong grower 4.50 40.— 

Rosabella, soft pink, margin pale rose, centre creamy white; 

this splendid Tulip resembles a rosebud in shape and 
COLOLINO MIO VGLVMLOMIGULLLY yam stars Mt, os, Uy) Wy caatenen <7 ty 6.— 55.— 

Rosy Wings, in size and form and beauty it resembles the 
famous variety Advance. The color is even lovier. Sal- 
mon pink when opening it changes to a most delicate, 
VeUslLiVelVe DI kaltee Meeewee (Mts Se eee, 12— 110.— 

Smiling Queen, a very superb Tulip, which is generally 
regarded as one of the choicest pink Tulips. Its color is 
a lovely clear pink with an exquisite flush of slightly 
deeper color on outside of petals. A most charming 
flower, very strong, and longilasting. ...%. 4... 11.— 100.— 

Yellow Emperor, rich deep golden yellow, darkening with 
age. Rather late. Excellent os ves of Eales Beard 
and splendid form. . . 3.— 45.— 

Zomerschoon (Summerbeauty), a very remarkable variety, 
which originated over 2 centuries ago. In all this time 
its beauty has never been surpassed, but unfortunately 
no grower has ever succeeded to grow large quantities. 
The color is soft salmon rose with snowwhite markings, 
both inside and outside. A real gem in Tulipdom. . . 10.— 95.— 

In a wonderful MIXTURE of all 

imaginable colors . $4.50 $ 40.— 

Our prices are for delivery free on rail 

any Atlantic or Pacifie port of entry 

Ul 



PARROT TULIPS ‘aztenns 

These are the most exciting and fascinating tulips ever seen. The 

newer varieties have tall and strong stems, which can hold upright 

the enormously large flowers. Parrots are wonderfully fringed and 

crenulated and they are the most beautiful cutflowers you can 

imagine. Some resemble huge orchids. 

Here we offer you a complete selection of these wonderful tulips, 

including the most recent varieties. 

Allard Pierson, reddish brown, a sport of Darwin tulip Allard 

Pierson. Fine for eae and ees A valuable 
Novelty! 

Black Parrot, velvety black Aid fantastically fanged ata 
crenulated. The only Parrot in this color. It won the 
highest praise in every exhibition of the last few years 

p. dozen $ 2.— 

Blue Parrot, very large bluish-heliotrope flowers with fringed 
petals. A sport of the well-known Darwin Bleu Aimable. 
Fine for bedding and for oo ai <3 Sat 24 inches. 
Picture on backpage 

Discovery, sport of the well- reais Bunce Elisabeth, (ree 
flowers of a fine violet pink color with a silvery white 
edge. A valuable new Parrot. Height 26 inches . 

Doorman, very unusual color of finest deep carmine pink 
with a small edge of old gold. Its petals are slightly 
fringed. Very ornamental flower. . . p.dozen $2.— 

Fantasy, this is the most popular and most beloved of all 
Parrots. A pretty salmon-pink color with green markings. 
Sport of the Darwin Clara Butt. Year after year there 
is a shortage of this eee fine As Picture on 
backpage 

Firebird, a sport of perc! Fantasy, with ‘all the eSod Hopi 
| of this popular variety, but in an intense vermilion-red 

color, with green markings on the outside. ‘A wonderful 
new Parrot 

Gadelan, a sensational novelty, like an immense orchid in 
color and shape. The enormous flower has a blue and 
purple coloring with green markings. It is something so 
extremely strange and outstanding that we really have 
no words to express a more sabes ae ESP RON, It is 
, wonderful" 

Laetitia, enormous large dark oe Detect oddly enrien ona 
crenulated. Limited stock. Dat 

Orange Favorite, glistening deep orange, avadeda rose, 
inside deep orange-scarlet with yellow base. Sweet 
scented enormous flower. Height 23 inches. Picture on 
backpage ea Usa ic’ einer 

12 

TOPSIZE BULBS 
p.100 p. 1000 
$ $ 

5.— 45.— 

15.— _ 

5.— 45.— 

9.— 85.— 

14.— — 

5.— 45.— 

9.99 90.— 

8.— 75.— 

9.— 85.— 

5.— 45.— 



PARROT TULIPS (continued) 
TOPSIZE BULBS 
p. 100 p. 1000 

$ ¢ 

Orange Parrot, dark orange with faint markings of old gold. 
Very strong stem, which holds the colossal flower 
upright. Undoubtedly the best Parrot in this color 

p.dozen $1.50 10.— — 
Parrot Wonder, sport of the popular Darwin Pride of Haarlem 

in the same fine cherry red color. The largest of all 
Parrots, Novelties like this are very rare and are acquired 
once in a lifetime. See frontpage. . . p.dozen $ 1.75 12,— — 

Pink Champion, a brand new Parrot tulip. Beautiful two- 
toned flower, white and pink and very large bloom. 
Outstanding for the garden and also a good forcer, 

p.dozen $1.50 10— ~- 
Red Champion, a very fine scarlet Parrot, sport of the popular 

Bartigon and having all its fine qualities. A nice red 
flower with fringed and crenulated petals on a strong 
stem. Fine for bedding and also suitable for forcing from 
January 15th. Very popular. Parrot tulip. |. . | 7 .— 65.— 

Sunshine, a distinct Parrot tulip of an exquisite golden Pellet 
color, The black stamens form a remarkably striking 
contrast with the intense aay color. Picture on 
backpage “lays wee 5.50 50.— 

Texas Gold, sport of the old e atiety gieaconnta ello in 
the same golden yellow color. The petals are heavily 
laciniated and open to an enormous width. A very 
DeauriulenoOvGley vam eee 4 -., .. prdozen 64.50 2:10-— — 

Thérése, a new parrot from Darwin ,,Farncombe Sanders”. 
It has a strong and straight stem and remarkably large 
and wonderfully fringed red flowers with green mark- 
INOS Me PICLULER OLE DACK DOGG eure Jobe 8° Bevel 5.50 50.— 

Violet Queen, another new Parrot of enormous size on a 
strong and robust stem, with wide open fringed and 
crenulated flowers and of a beautiful violet color. . . 7#.— 65.— 

COLLECTION OF 450 PARROT TULIPS: 

in all the 18 varieties mentioned above, 25 tulips of each kind. 

Here you have the finest selection of Parrot tulips that can be obtained, 

including all the newer varieties, separately packed and labeled. 

These 450 Parrot Ph in died da bulbs of extra selected ilnmees 
for only. .. basin ee $ 35.— 

HALF THIS COLLECTION, which means all the 18 varieties, 

bute 2pulossol each kind :for'j. 2000 es a ee OP ee 1850 
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DOUBLE EARLY TULIPS 

The full double early Tulips, flower about two weeks before the 
Darwin tulips. They have strong short stems of about 10 to 12 inches 
and are perfect for bedding or for groups. The flowers look like large 
roses and are very strong and long lasting. All varieties have good 
forcing qualities. 

TOPSIZE BEST FIRST SIZE 
p. 100 p. 1000 p.100  p. 1000 

Bonanza, enormous large flowers on strong and 4 $ $ $ 
tall stems. An outstanding novelty, highly 
recommended. Light orange with yellow 5.50 5)3— 480 43.— 

Dante, a new double tulip of a blood-red color. 
Can be forced from January 10th. ... 650 60— 6— 55.— 

Electra, violet-pink, a very pleasant and attrac- 
tive color, large double flower. . . 9.50 50.— 4.80 43,.— 

El Toreador, rich orange with clear yellow edge. pag: 
In our opinion the most beautiful of this 
class. Can be forced from December 15th 6— $5.— 5.50) 90.— 

Goya, a new and quite outstanding variety, 
salmon suffused with yellow, a very warm- 
toned color. Highly recommended. . . 7.50 70.— 7.— 65.— 

Marechal Niel, deep canary yellow, with orange 
shade. A wonderfully fine flower. . 5.90 50.— 4.80 43.— 

Mr. Vanderhoeff, a deep golden yellow full 
double tulip. Fine for groups. . 5.50 50.— 4.80 43.— 

Murillo, rose white, the standard variety. Can 
be forced from January 15th. .. . 5.50 50— 480 43.— 

Orange Nassau, beautiful orange scarlet. One 
of the finest double tulips. . . 9.50 50.— 4.80 43.— 

Peach Blossom, deep rosy pink. The most popu- 
lar of double tulips and greatest in demand 5.50 50— 4.80 43.— 

Scarlet Cardinal, very large, dazzling scarlet 
full double flowers. Can be forced from 
December 10th . 7.50 70— 7.— 65.— 

Schoonoord, full double ‘tulip of purest white 
COlOty CUnIteO StOCK 5s 5.50 50— 480 43.— 

Tearose, primrose yellow, very attractive and 
pleasing color. . 5.50 S0— 4.80 43.— 

Titian, red with golden yellow. Can ye forced 

from January 10th . . 9.50 S50— 480 43.— 
Willemsoord, carmine with white edge. Newer 

variety of outstanding beauty. . . . . 8— 75— 7.50 70.— 

In a beautiful MIXTURE of all different colors 5.50 50.— 4.70 42.— 

BARGAIN OFFER OF DOUBLE EARLY TULIPS 

for outdoor growing only. 

Second size bulbs, 10/11 cm. 

Very satisfactory for scattered plantings: 

250 in 10 separate colors . 
500 in 10 separate colors . 
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DOUBLE TRIUMPH TULIPS 
(THE GIANT-FLOWERING PEONY TULIPS) 

Enormously large full double tulips, larger than full grown peonies. 
Very strong and straight stems of about 20 inches high. They 
flower about 10 days later than the double early tulips and make 
a very grand show. For outdoors only. 

EXTRA TOPSIZE 
BULBS 

p. 100 

Allegro, red with white edge. Strikingly beautiful. . . 6.— 
Cherry Blossom, cherry-red with broad creamy-white edge. “Very 

attractive. Enormous full double flowers! . . 6.— 
Coxa, beautifully formed carmine flower becoming lighter towards the 

border and ending in a narrow yellowedge. . 7.— 
Ellen Key, very strong and substantial variety. Light violet with a 

silvery white edge. Striking and unusual color. . . 6.— 
Eros, magnificent full double rose tulip of enormous size. As fare as we 

know the largest of all tulips, even larger than fully grown peonies. 
Having a tall and strong stem, oy are most beautiful for garden 
decoration. . 8.— 

Haydn, very fine and distinct tulip of a “ silvery- -lilac ‘color. The only 
double tulip in this shade. . 6.— 

Livingstone, very fine and large full double tulip of a beautiful shining 
red color. Extremely strong flower. . 7#.— 

Lord Derby, carmine red with white edge, a very double and large 
flower, very striking. . . 6.— 

Mount Tacoma, a beautiful variety giving enormously large pure white 
flowers, with green markings on the outer petals . . 3. 

Nizza, a remarkable and striking double colored Tulip, sear with red 
stripes, very unusual color. . 7.— 

Pavo, very handsome, compact double flower of large size ‘of a bright 
rose pink color. A very beautiful variety on a strong stem. . 6.— 

Rocket, an exquisite sport of the wonderful ,,Eros’’. The same shape and 
qualities, but the color is a warm orange-scarlet . . 8.— 

Royal Yellow, full double tulip, deep golden yellow, excellent for bed- 
ding. Flower is medium sized, height about 16 inches. . . 4.— 

Snowprince, a pure white double variety, with enormous flowers. Very 
good for Easter forcing. . 5.— 

Uncle Tom, strong, full double dark brown owen nearly black. A 

unique tulip of a strange and peculiar color. Fine for groups, 
contrasting with groups in lighter color... ..... . . 10.— 

A BEAUTIFUL MIXTURE 
of many different colors, including some newer varieties, of which stocks 

are not large enough to offer them as named varieties. . p.100 $ 5.— 

TRIAL COLLECTION OF 300 DOUBLE TRIUMPH TULIPS 

in the 15 above mentioned sorts, 20 bulbs of each variety; just to give you 

an idea of these beautiful tulips. They will give a wonderful show $ 18.— 
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ROBUST BREEDER TULIPS 

Enormously strong and robust tulips, flowering at about the same 

time as the Darwins. They have chiefly bronze, violet and other 

dark colors and do remarkably well as a contrast against brighter 

colorings. Very fine and long lasting garden tulips, excellent 

for groups. 

EXTRA TOPSIZE 
p. 100 

$ 
Bacchus, large peculiar shaped dark violet-blue flower, ee like an 

immense blue plum. . . 5.50 

Brigadier, very attractive and Batis tlip, oe nee slighty flushed 
carmine, Quite outstanding!. . . 5.50 

Cherbourg, golden yellow with purple feaia anedee iS oe new tolip 
of perfect form and enormous strength .... . 6.— 

Dillenburg, a beautiful tulip of a glorious salmon-orange aeton slightly 
shaded lilage Very tall"andestrongs “7 4) #0"; Spee PRE OFS 4.50 

Georges Grappe, enormous phe ian of a delicate setts -mauve 
color. ae; ; Bh Ay seal 5.50 

Indian Chief, coppery eG, ay a aeantié Aes of a most artistic 
shape. A quite outstanding variety... . 6.— 

Jessy, giant breeder, the large flowers have a dull miolets Geode eis 
edgedsvellow a) os og) a 9.90 

J. J. Bouwman, very fine varia tomato pili flushed ae ntl with a 
narrow golden yellow edge. .. . 5.90 

Louis XIV, large, rich purple flower, edged golden eters one of ite 
most popular Breeders . . Pe ea ear 5.50 

President Hoover, one of the finest fare orange Breeers! a haga 
shaped flower on a strong stem. .. . : 9.50 

Tantalus, light straw-yellow with violet shades, very Wigs Pre tall 6.— 

Thomas Stephenson, a giant breeder of very Bae goss The "pee 
flowers have a steel-blue color. . . 6.— 

Willem de Zwijger (William the Silent), enormous large ¢ seas purple 
flower. Very tall stem and of great substance . . 5.30 

In a beautiful MIXTURE of BREEDER TULIPS, ssa a all 
different colors eee te ce 

BREEDER TULIPS serctticy 

We can offer you a selection of the 10 newest varieties of Breeder 
tulips, which compared with the older sorts are real improvements, 
with enormous large flowers and very tall strong stems. The colors 
are very attractive and unusual, 
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NEW BREEDER TULIPS (continued) TOPSIZE 
BULBS 

. 100 
Chepparua. silvery rose, color is not easy to describe. Very robust : $ 

large flower and Very tally on 8.— 
Cheyenne, deep red merging into orange edges, inside orange red; a 

very attractive combination of colors. Very large and strong. . o.—— 
Delaware, bronze yellow, the edges with an orange hue. Strong and 

tall garden tulip. . . 5 a eo OR 7.— 
Laramie, dark mahogany, lighter edged. Strong and tall . aa et 7.— 
Manitou, mahogany bronze with orange edge and black stamens. Re- ; 

markable color . . ear 7.— 
Minnehaha, carmine purple, rose . flushed, excellent ‘garden tulip . walle 7— 
Osage, beautiful carmine red, orange edged, strong and tall stem. . 8.— 
Pontiac, one of the largest Tulips, mahogany red with yellow stamens 8.— 
Saginaw, deepest bronze, excellent gardentulip. . . . 7.— 
Winnetou, immense cup shaped flower of a warm mahogany red, of 

superb form and very long lasting. Outstanding and in every way 
a satisfactory garden tulip preferable for asunny position. . . . 7.— 

‘COLLECTION OF 250 NEW BREEDER TULIPS 

in the above mentioned varieties, 25 TOPSIZE bulbs of each $ 18.— 

MENDEL TULIPS 
This type of Tulips is specially used for early forcing purposes. 
They can just as easily be forced as single early tulips, but they 
have much longer stems. 

EXTRA TOPSIZE 
p. 100 p. 1000 

$ $ 
Her Grace, very large flower, white base with lilac rose edge, 

good forcer. Can be forced from January ist. . 5.50 90.— 
Imperator, cherry red, very early forcer. Can be forced from 

December 20th .. . 5.50 50.— 
John Gay, a very fine variety of a distinct “orange- -red 

color. Can be forced from December 15th. Excellent 

forcing tulip . . 4.50 40.— 
Krelage’s Triumph, crimson red, one "of the ‘most. popular 

forcing tulips. Can be forced from December 15th. . . 4,50 40.— 
Orange Wonder, a new introduction of outstanding beauty. 

Deep warm orange-red with slightly waved petals, very 
strong and long lasting. A good bedder and excellent 
fObelatesfOrcing.. . rm 6.— 55.— 

Piquante, red with sharp white edge, very early forcer . wie 6.50 60.— 
Rose Marie, ivory-white, edged pure pink. Excellent forcing 

variety. Can be forced from December 15th. . 6.50 60.— 
Van der Eerden, glowing carmine red. Perfectly shaped 

flowers. Can be forced from January LOU. eel come 4.50 40.— 
Weber, creamy white, with carmine rose edges. Can ‘be 

forced from January LOth gee & 4.50 40.— 
White Sail, creamy opening, passing into pure white. ‘Espe- 

cially good forcer. Strong flowers. Can be forced from 
Meceiiverecotie. Viele nv al aipe leas ety te we 4.50 40.— 
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View of our extensive nurseries at Hillegom (Holland). In the back our main warehouse. 

SINGLE EARLY TULIPS 
These Tulips bloom about 2—3 weeks earlier than the long stemmed 

Darwins. Because they bloom in the cooler earliest part of the spring, 

the flowers last longer. Very fine for bedding and for groups. They 

are not growing so tall as Darwins and can stand all sorts of rough 

weather. Most of the varieties are early forcers! 

Outstanding bedding varieties are: Couleur Cardinal — General de 

Wet— Keizerskroon— Pink Beauty — Prince Carnaval and Sunburst. 

Average height 13—15 inches. 
TOPSIZE BEST FIRST SIZE 

Apricot Yellow, apricot-yellow, shaded red and 
orange. Attractive color. Can be forced 
fron! January, ou, 26 ee 4.50 40— 4— 

Brilliant Star, dazzling water eeaniee Me : 
earliest and easiest forcing tulip. .. . 6— 55— 5.20 

Couleur Cardinal, brilliant dark red variety, 
exceptionally suitable for bedding, on 
account of its very strong stem and the long 
flowering period. .. . . . . 98.50 50— 4.80 

Diana, pure white, large and Sone ower Can 
be forced from January ist. .. . . 450 40— 4— 

General De Wet, one of the most nitrrenive 
early tulips, both for forcing and for 
bedding. The lovely warm orange color is 
very striking and attractive. . . 4.50 40— 4— 

Ibis, the finest deep rose early tulip, edeed 
silvery rose. Doubtless the most favored 
forcing tulip in this color. Can be forced 
from Januaryeist (et eee . 450 40— 4— 

Keizerskroon, the greatest fvorite Br iT early 
tulips; large and strong flowers of a fine 
scarlet color with a broad golden yellow 
edge. Exclusively for outdoor-planting. . 6—  55.— — 
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SINGLE EARLY TULIPS (continued) TOPSIZE _ BEST FIRST SIZE 
p.100 p.1000 p.100  p. 1000 

King of the Yellows, pure deep yellow, early $ $ $ $ 

forcer. Can be forced from December 10th 5.— 45.— 4.20 37.— 

Orange Hawk, nicely shaped flower, golden 

brown with orange. Attractive tulip, both 

for forcing and for bedding. . . 450 40— 4— 35.— 

Pink Beauty, an outstanding bedding variety 

with very large and artistically shaped 

flowers, half pink, half white. Strong and 

long lasting flower. Only for outdoor. . 8.— 75.— _ — 

Prince Carnaval, very striking and attractive 

tulip, scarlet with yellow stripes and 

flames. Really something outstanding. . 6— 55.— — —_ 

Prince of Austria, one of the best early tulips, 

both for bedding and for forcing. Well- 

shaped and strong flower of a fine deep 

orange-red color. . 4.50 40— 4— 35.— 

Rising Sun, large clear yellow flower. Very late 

forcer. Extra for bedding purposes. . . 450  40.— — 35.— 

Sunburst, yellow with red. A very striking and 

attractive variety. Can be forced from 

January 28th. Very strong and long lasting §.50 S0.— — 45.— 

White Hawk, large globular pure white flower. 

Can be forcedfrom January ist. . . . . 450 40.— — 35.— 

In a beautiful MIXTURE of more than 20 

different colors . 

BARGAIN OFFER OF SINGLE EARLY TULIPS 

for outdoor growing, second size, 10/11 cm. Although the flowers 

are a little smaller than those of the bigger bulbs, they are a 100 °/o 

guaranteed to bloom satisfactorily. | 

250 in 10 separate colors. .. .; eee EO DIT EO 

500 in 10 separate colors. . . igi aed ey Sete Ret 15.— 
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STRIPED FLAMED ana 
FEATHERED TULIPS 

Late flowering, artistic Tulips, which 

seem to be painted by the hand of a 
great artist. On the yellow, red, 

brown, lilac, violet, or white grounds 
you will see the most fantastically 
colored stripes and flames. Fine for 
groups and unsurpassed for cutting. 
Hereunder 10 very fine sorts: 

American Flag, deep red with broad 
white stripes and blue inside. A 
Tulip worthy of its name. 

Flamboyante, clear deep violet blue, 
flamed purple and white. 

Gipsy Girl, light purple and white. 

Glory of Holland, pansy blue on white 
ground, 

Haarlem, red with yellow stripes. 

Jac. Laan, purplish brown, feathered © 
yellow and white. 

The Union, coffee brown, darkbrown 

and goldcolored flames. 

Pewitts Egg, pale violet with creamy 
white, feathered purple. 

Verger, yellow with purple brown 
feathers. 

Zenobia, purplish rose with white and 

dark stripes. 

All these varieties in your choice. 
Tipsize bulbs. 
p. 100 $ 6.50 p. 1000 $ 60.— 

IN A VERY FINE MIXTURE OF 

STRIPED AND FEATHERED 

TULIPS 

splendid for groups or for fine cut- 

flowers. p. 100 $ 6.— p. 1000 $ 55.— 

COLLECTION OF 250 STRIPED 
AND FEATHERED TULIPS 

in ten different, very attractive 
varieties $ 15.— 

COLLECTION OF 100 STRIPED 
AND FEATHERED TULIPS 

in ten beautiful sorts, for. $ 6.50 
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LILY FLOWERING 
TULIPS (Mayflowering) 

Elegantly shaped flowers on _ tall 
stems, making a very nice display. 
The flowerpetals are gracefully reflex- 
ed, on wiry and strong stems. Superb 
for cutting. 

p. 100 

$ 
Astor, salmon buff suffused with 

bronze. Nicely shaped tulip . 

Captain Fryatt, wine red, very 
fine elegantly shaped tulip 

Columbus, scarlet flushed gol- 
den yellow 5.50 

Golden Duchess, a primrose yel- 
low variety, of outstanding 
shape and beauty . 8.50 

Marcellina, a real lilyflowering 
variety. Beautifully formed 
reflexing flower of a rich 
salmon pink . 

Maytime, the finest (ie verne 
tulip in existence, large violet 
flower with white’ edge. 
Particularly beautiful . 

Mildred, satiny rose, very strik- 
ing 12 SO ee ee oe 

Stanislaus, one of the finest in 
this class, long, pointed oran- 

ge flower, with a touch of 
scarlet. Very charming and 
interesting tulip 

The Bride, pure white, a wonder- 
ful fine variety . 

White Duchess, nicely sinhidd 
tulip with large pure white 
strongly reflexing petals with 
a margin of green on the out- 
side . 6.50 

250 Lily flowering Tulips in 

the above mentioned 10 

outstanding varieties, 

25 Tulips of each . 

500 in these 10 varieties, 

50 of each . 



TULIP AS (The earliest of all tulips) 

These are the original ,,wild tulips’, found in the woods of Turkey 
and Asia Minor and which were improved and meliorated by the 
Dutch growers. Excellently suited for small groups or for planting 
in the rockery. The botanical tulips flower almost two weeks before 
the early tulips and it may be said that they open the ,,Tulip season” 
in a glorious way. During the last few years the demand for this type 
bulb has increased tremendously. To be sure of delivery, order early. 

TOPSIZE 
Caesar Franck, large and strong flowers, glowing scarlet with a golden __ p. 100 

yellow edge. The earliest of all Tulips and a wonderful fine novelty 
OUPiom ONeReVaAlUGi i icleae © do aue see «lt, ee 

Dasystemon, a rather strange variety, each bulb giving 4 or 5 broad 
open white flowers with yellow centre. Very dwarf flowering. A 
real rockery tulip. Height 6 inches. Limited stock . . . . 6.— 

Eichleri, a most favored rockery tulip, large crimson-scarlet flowers, 
with a lighter shade on the outside petals. Yellow and black-centre. 
Height 12 inches. A very strong flowering variety, lasting for weeks 4,.— 

Fosteriana Cantate, brilliant vermilion-red. Enormous flower. The foliage 
is most beautiful, broad shiny dark green leaves .. . 8.— 

Fosteriana Red Emperor (Mad. Lefeber), the largest and most beautiful 
tulip we have ever seen, resembling a gigantic poppy. The enor- 
mous large vermilion-scarlet flowers on high and strong stems give 
a brilliant effect when planted in groups. Please give this tulip the 
best place of your garden, protecting it against hard winds, and you 
will enjoy its beauty for several weeks. When half opened, the 
flower shows its marvellous butterflyheart, colored deep black, 
bordered by a yellow edge. Height 22 inches. . . . 8.50 

Fosteriana Princeps, nearly the same flower as Red Emperor, but the 
stems are only 12 inches. Therefore for real rockery-work, this 
variety is often preferred. Moreover it flowers about a fortnight 
later. We advise you to order both sorts ... . 8.50 

Kaufmanniana ,,Elliot", an improved ,,Waterlily Tulip’ producing long 
shaped clear red flowers with white borders. A nice and attractive 
new variety with a fine orange-yellow centre. Height 15 inches. . 9.— 

Kaufmanniana ,,Gaiety", very dwarf flowering variety. The flowers 
seem to creep over the ground. Very nice, especially when the 
flowers are open. The petals seem to cover the ground and you 
can enjoy the wonderful beauty of its yellowish heart. Outside 
petals red with creamy border. This is the real Waterlily tulip. . 10.— 

Kaufmanniana ,,Vivaldi", a wonderful new variety, growing about 15 
inches high and producing nice and strong flowers of a beautiful 
orange-red color with yellow border. The leaves are variegated. . 10.— 

Praestans ,,Fusilier’, an early flowering variety, producing two or more 
very fine orange-scarlet flowers on each stem. Very striking. . 12,— 

COLLECTION OF 100 BOTANICAL TULIPS 

in the beautiful and most attractive varieties mentioned on this page. 

Planted in small groups you will greatly admire and enjoy these early 

and outstanding tulips. 

100 Tulipas in 10 varieties for. . . ©... «©.» 1 es ee § OR 
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HYACINTHS 

Our world famous Hyacinths are being offered at greatly reduced 

prices. This, despite rising labor cost and increased overhead. 

These fully grown and well ripened bulbs are guaranteed to be of 

the very best quality. . 

WHITE 

Arentine Arendsen, one of the best, large bells, long truss of purest white. 

Edelweiss, enormous large truss, very fine newer variety, pure white. 

L'Innocence, the most popular of all, easy forcer, pure white. 

Queen of the Whites, a perfect late forcer, pure white. 

RED and ROSE 

Anne Marie, medium sized flowers of a beautiful soft pink color. Early forcer. 

Jan Bos, the finest deep red hyacinth, and an excellent forcing variety too. 

Lady Derby, light rose, good forcer, large bells on strong stem. 

La Victoire, beautiful cherry-red, a late forcer. 

Marconi, cerise pink, compact truss, late forcer. 

Pink Pearl, large perfectly formed flower of a beautiful pink color. 

-A remarkable fine forcing variety, doubtless the very best in this color. 

Queen of the Pinks, bright cerise pink, compact truss, late forcer. 

LIGHT- and DARKBLUE 

Bismarck, porcelain blue, broad large truss, forcing variety. 

Delft Blue, magnificent porcelain blue variety, strong spike with fleshy large 

bells. Very attractive color. Good forcer. 

Dr. Lieber, distinct bright blue, long compact truss, good forcer. 

Duchess of Westminster, deep blue with small white center. 

Grand Maitre, deep porcelain blue, extra large. 

King of the Blues, rich indigo-blue, late forcer, very fine compact truss. 

Marie, medium sized flower with deep blue bells. Early forcer. 

Myosotis, light blue, very large flowers, delicate color. 
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THE QUEEN OF SPRINGFLOWERS 

Ostara, fine porcelain blue, early forcer, the improved Bismarck. 

Perle Brillante, fine lavender blue, dense spike, good form. 

Queen of the Blues, light blue, large compact truss, late forcer. 

YELLOW 

City of Haarlem, deepest of the yellows, dense spike, good form. 

Prince Henry, pale primrose yellow, fine dense spike. 

Yellow Hammer, lemon yellow. 

VIOLET and PURPLE 

Lord Balfour, light purple, tinted lavender-pink, very early. 

Sir William Mansfield, purplish violet. 

* 

PRICES FOR ALL HYACINTHS - EXCEPT. 
YELLOW AND VIOLET - ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

Exhibition Size, 19—22 centimeters 
p. 100 p. 1000 

$ $ 
Extra selected very large bulbs, fine for countersale. . 15.— 140.— 

Topsize, 18—19 cm. 

Peso rcimorqudlivys, Set. :) sek ee ue 013. 20 

First Size, 17—-18 cm. 

the bulbs are a little bit smaller, but still fine for forcing 11.— 100.— 

Second Size, 16—17 cm. 

PivemOmlOLrcing iNepOtS OL pans’s <9 i) Ta te aS 10.— 90.— 

Bedding Size, 15—16 cm. 

the best Hyacinths for planting outdoors, producing 

PAO EMU USSCS a0 Gh Seti ois bury Ail) A oko Aaya yo 8.— 75.— 

Miniature Hyacinths, 14—15 cm. 

excellent for being planted 3 to 5 in a pot. Also good for 

ea mOUL POSES: Ue i) e uerd # et Seed 7.— 65.— 

THE PRICES FOR YELLOW AND VIOLET VARIETIES 
ARE 25% HIGHER!!! 
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NOVELTIES 

There are at least 1000 different varieties of tulips and narcissi. During the 

last ten years the selection has been so improved, that one would think it 

impossible that new varieties could be acquired, which could surpass the 

existing assortment. 

Yet, the Dutch hybridizers never cease in their search for perfection and 

originality. Each year they exhibit their achievements before expert judges, 

who decide whether a new acquisition is really an improvement on an existing 

variety. 

If their decision is favorable, a few bulbs may make their grower a small 

fortune. The sky is the limit, and it still happens that bulbs are sold against 

their weight in gold. 

We have received many inquiries for a more extensive list of varieties than 

our regular catalog. We have made a careful study of most of the novelties, 

that emerged during the last few years, and are preparing a list of the out- 

standing varieties of tulips, daffodils and narcissi, which we consider to be real 

prize winners. 

We shall be glad to send you such a list on request. 

Here are a few special varieties, which we can recommend to any 

Tulip fancier, who would like ‘something different’: 

Aladin, the daintiest of all lilyflowering tulips, dark scarlet with a nar- $ 

row creamy edge, inside orange red, with golden yellow base. A 

MOSt Gudlmingespecimens. eam ereron ke). «; «per dozen o:2:500917,50 

Artist, the most extraordinary of the botanical tulips. The color is a very 

unusual combination of terra cotta and green, passing entirely into 

green as the flower ages. Very long lasting. . per dozen $6— 40.— 

China Pink, semi lilyflowering, a beautiful light pink on a white base. 
Very seraceful and) exquisite)... . 4 . .. per'dozen*} 2-— seis 

Holland's Glory, this is the most perfect, the largest and strongest of 
all tulips. There is no other variety with such a beautiful warm 
dazzling scarlet color. It won the highest awards on all exhibitions 
of the last few years, A small group of these tulips will be a show 
Dy dtéelii as Qe es Are ime Cache 1.500) petdozeni$ 152 a. 

Painted Lily, another very unusual lilyflowering tulip. The color is a 
wonderful combination of canary yellow and a sharply pronounced 
ljofange red edgey aii a es Reach <4 1:50" per dozeni$10,--29-_._— 

Spring Song, brilliant scarlet red. Large and perfectly shaped flower 
of long lasting quality. Very tall, about 27 inches, per dozen $2.— 15.— 

Sweet Harmony, a new darwintulip of enchanting beauty. Perfect shape. 

The color is lemon yellow with ivory white edge and yellow 
anthers, Something quite out of the ordinary . per dozen $6.— 40.— 
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DUTCH IRIS 

(NOT LESS THAN 100 OF A KIND) 

per 1000 
TOPSIZE FIRST SIZE 
(for forcing) 

$ 
Bronze Queen, a combination of golden brown and bronze 

with a bluish tinge on its standards. An Iris of great 

chatmy ‘a0. oi (Meee) eee) Rem 2h fest orl 25.— 

Golden Harvest, a very popular golden yellow Iris, which is 

Demig used soy (he millions 20.— 

Imperator, an old but still very popular variety of a deep 

DINGs COlOtet 40 ha cane eo ee 7 20a 

Van Vliet, bright blue and of great substance. A newer 

Variety (S* 604" aoe eee > eee Le 22.— 

Wedgewood, the Queen of Iris, large lightblue flower. The 

easiest.and earliest fon iOrcinGe a wsmian | aia. qtil re aemeae |G 28.— 

White Excelsior, large flower of purest white. . . .. . 22.— 

(for cold 
frame or 

outside) 

15.— 

12.— 

12.— 

14.— 

18.— 

14.— 

D U T C H | R | S (NEWER VARIETIES) 

Remarkable progress has been made in the development of Dutch Iris. 

Here are a few newer and improved varieties: 

Harmony, one of the most beautiful new Iris. The standards are a lovely 

shade of blue; the falls soft yellow with an orange blotch . 

King Mauve, a rich mauve flower, outstanding color and perfect of 

form, on a strong stem . 

Lemon Queen, late flowering variety of a soft lemon yellow . 

Princess Beatrix, one of the best, both in color and substance. The color 

is a uniform orange yellow with a deep orange blotch on the falls. 

Outstanding 

Princess Irene, a most charming combination of colors. Creamy white 

standards; the clear yellow falls have a pronounced golden blotch. 

Remarkably striking 

TOPSIZE ONLY 
p. 100 

$ 

3.— 

3.— 

3.50 
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DAFFODILS 
(LONG TRUMPETS) 

Aerolite, sulphur yellow perianths and a large golden yellow 
trum pel Cie 

Beersheba, the best white Daffodil that has been acquired 
up to now, the perianth as well as the large trumpets are 
of a splendid ivory-white color . . gt) AP eee 

Daisy Schaefier, the best and largest Giant Leedsi in 
cultivation; solid overlapping pure white perianth and a 
large pale creamy primrose trumpet . 

Flowercarpet, this is a much improved King Alfred, pro- 
ducing nearly twice as many flowers of a rich golden 
yellow. A Daffodil with a great future . 

Gertie Millar, Giant Leedsi with pure white perianths and a 
beautifully proportioned pale primrose trumpet, which is 
handsomely frilled . Seas 

Golden Harvest, one of the very best trumpets, very large 
golden-yellow flower of a perfect form. Highly recom- 
mended, See colored picture on inside cover . 

Imperator, white perianths and a creamy white trumpet. 
A valuable garden daffodil . 

Jules Verne, the finest of all bicolor daffodils, large pure 
white perianths and an enormously large soft lemon 
yellow trumpet. Something special. per dozen $ 5.— 

Kalamazoo, a new variety with pure white fleshy petals and 
an enormously large lemon-yellow trumpet. A very 
striking variety. Something quite outstanding. (See 
colored picture on inside cover) . Pa io a 

KING ALFRED, the most popular of all Daffodils, 
trumpet and perianths being rich golden yellow. An 
older variety that is still going strong. Indeed, we 
sell more King Alfreds than all other varieties of 
Daffodils combined. 
Extra selected Motherbulbs . 
Strong double nosed bulbs . 

..Small double nosed and big rounds . 

Lord Wellington, very large golden yellow daffodil. Broad 
overlapping golden yellow perianths; one of the largest 
trumpets, slightly frilled . 

Mrs. R. O. Backhouse, an unusual and charming daffodil 
having ivory-white perianths and a long beautifully 
fringed slender trumpet of a clear apricot color. 
Something quite outstanding and rare. Not particularly 
large but noted for the apricot colored trumpet . 
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TOPSIZE 
MOTHER BULBS 
p. 100 p. 1000 

$ $ 
12,.— 110.— 

12.— 110.— 

11.—- 100.— 

11.— 100.— 

12.— 110.— 

12.— 110.— 

11.— 100.— 

35.— — 

13.50 125.— 



LONG TRUMPETS (continued) 

Mount Hood, a nobly formed Daffodil with a large wide open 
trumpet and strong regularly formed perianths. The 
perianths are of the purest white; the trumpet starts 
creamy-white but turns into pure white after two or 
three days. 
A very nice and valuable novelty. Taller and more 
robust growing than Beersheba. Limited stock . 

Music Hall, one of the better bicolors, creamy white perianths 
with large golden yellow trumpet. Very strong . 

President Lebrun, broadly overlapping pure white perianths 
with pale clear lemon yellow trumpet. Tall growing 
variety and easy forcer . Joe iy Fees 

Queen of Bicolors, one of the best bi-colors, perianths pure 
white, trumpet canary-yellow. Best forcer . 

Rembrandt, a new golden yellow Daffodil of enormous size 
and perfect shape. It is often called the improved 
King Alfred ; 

Roxane, beautifully shaped overlapping white perianths, 
broad creamy white trumpet, elegantly frilled at mouth. 
A strong and vigorous grower. Something special . 

Spring Glory, large bicolor-variety, golden-yellow trumpet 
and pure white perianths Pe eee 

Suda, a fine flower with overlapping pure white perianth and 
large bell mounted trumpet crown of lovely pale clear 
amber rose ole 

Unsurpassable, the very largest and most outstanding golden 
yellow trumpet we have ever seen, Enormously large, 
nicely crenulated trumpet and large yellow perianths. 
Very robust and tall growing, taller than any other 
DatlOdil a Ay re). § eee Ee ae 

Finest mixture of LONG TRUMPET DAFFODILS 

for the garden, in more than 20 different sorts, 
all mixed together. Beautiful strong double 

oY 

eins ize nosed bulbs, sure to give two flowers each. 

TOPSIZE 

MOTHER BULBS 

p.100 pp, 1000 

17.50. 160.— 

13— 120.— 

ee (20 

(oe 10 

10) 902 

12 ioe 

11" 100 

1... tog 

16-4 ALSO 

per 100 $ 6.50 per 1000 $ 60.— 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ANY PARTICULAR VARIETIES 

NOT LISTED IN THIS CATALOGUE PLEASE LET US KNOW AND 

WE SHALL GIVE YOU OUR QUOTATION WITHOUT DELAY 
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NARCISSI 
(SHORT AND MEDIUM CUPS) 

TOPSIZE 
MOTHER BULBS 
p. 100 p. 1000 

Babylon, this is no doubt the largest of all Shortcup-Narcissi, $ $ 

the large petals are of the purest white, and the crown 

is of a striking orange red color. A very fine novelty! 8.50 75.— 

Bay Shore, substantially sulphur- yellow perianths with a 

beautiful tringedeaupsoissoltvoranvesi auc, 200.8 ae. 8.50 75.— 

Carlton, strong sulphur-yellow perianths and a large wide 

open clear yellow cup. Carlton is classified among the 

short cups, but it is more looking like a trumpet. 

Vigorous growth and specially good forcing qualities. . 8.— 75.— 

Coverack Gem, creamy white petals with exceptionally large 

cup, which lies flat on the petals. The color of the cup 

is orange-red. An outstanding novelty. .. . 11.— 100.— 

Dick Wellband, pure white perianth, large brilliant orange 

cup. The color does not fade in the sun, but rather inten- 

SINGS EVILS OGMEE Milter EEG ce 8 go yuk eee; 9.— 80.— 

E. G. Buxton, a novelty of exquisite beauty, large creamy 

white petals, with clear-cut orange cup. Strong and 

vigorous grower. Excellent for outdoors and also a good 

DO UC a te eM se UR, Mey fe) on See gee ot Se sgess  geh O— 90.— 

Erie, a large flower of good form and rather novel coloring, 

having a pinkish buff-tones perianth with rounded flat 

petals and a coppery red cup. 

A unique variety. Can be distinguished eens hundreds 

CIEGIIPERVALIClICS 2. a, Soe), 6. > ; 10.— 90.— 

Fancheon, same shape and growth as Coverack Gem; the 

petals are also creamy white, but the orange cup is 

much larger. Uncomparable with any pearl ey you have 

6vernmseen DElLOre ras gates teen es GE) GAD lies es fees 11.— 100.—- 

Flower Record, a recent introduction, which produces a bold 

large flower with large pure white perianth and a large 

expanding crown of orange with bright orange at mar- 

gin. We do not know any other variety, producing such 

PU gartakeey top) ones ee es 8.50 80.— 

Fortune, one of the best newer varieties, very large flowers 

on tall stems. Perianth overlapping, rich golden yellow, 

immense crown of red-orange color. A splendid garden 

DlanwolmighestdecolrauVe valle 7... wg, 11.— 100.— 

Hades, yellow perianths and a very striking orange red | 

crown. One of the best shortcups. ... . omy ee 12.— 110.— 

Helios, yellow perianths, long orange-yellow cup. A e onuikt 

market variety, sure to give satisfaction everywhere. . — 65.— 
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NARCISSI (continued) rch ete er: 
p. He p. es 

Johannesburg, something out of the ordinary, with an oddly 

fringed double crown of a distinct orange color, with 

white petals. We are the only stockholders of this 

beautiful novelty: 4) ailitae wee au ree oc 13.— 120.— 

John Evelyn, creamy perianths with large apricot-orange 

cup, which is beautifully fringed at the edges. . . . 8.— 75.— 

La Riante, pure white petals and an intense orange scarlet 

cup. Excellent for the garden and forforcing. ... . 7.50 70.— 

Muskegon, white petals with a large fiery orange crown. 7 

This,is a brand new Varletyeemesr se ucmee eee Goteee © 10.— 90.— 

Rockville Center, nobly formed creamy white petals with a 

remarkable large, beautiful orange cup, nearly as long 

as a trumpet. An outstanding new variety. ... . 12.— 110.— 

Scarlet Elegance, one of the best Narcissi, with deep golden- 

yellow perianths and a deep orange-red cup. Excellent 

TOTCHICGMATICL Ye ey, ooo ee ©) Cee a 0 7.— 65.— 

Scarlet Leader, in our opinion the most striking of all short- 

cup Narcissi. Perianth creamy white and a large fiery 

scarlet cup. Best for garden and forcing. .... . 13.— 120.— 

MIXTURE of short cupped NARCISSI for the garden, FIRST SIZE 

- consisting of more than 20 fine and attractive varieties, fine for 

planting in groups. Once planted, they come back every spring. 

Special offer 2 Av. sseeper 100 $5.50 per 1000 $ 50.— 

TRIAL COLLECTION OF NARCISSI 

These Narcissi offer a wide range of colors. The many varieties are of 

such daintiness, that they deserve a place in the American garden. 

At any time during the shipping season we can supply an outstanding 

and desirable assortment of selected varieties from our own grown stock. 

These assortments will include all the different types and colors. 

If you are not too well acquainted with these Narcissi, why not leave 

the choice of varieties to us. We shall send you a delightful selection at 

the following moderate prices: 

1000 Narcissi (short- and medium cupped) in 10 of the most 

desirable varieties. Topsize bulbs, for . 

500 Narcissi in 10 varieties . 

250 Narcissi in 10 varieties . 

$ 60.— 

$ 35.— 

$ 18.50 

Of course, each variety will be named and separately packed. 
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DOUBLE NARCISSI 
TOPSIZE 

MOTHER BULBS 
p. 100 p. 1000 

, § Albo Pleno Odorato, the double Poeticus, pure white flowers, 
sweetly scented. . . ue 7.— 65.— 

Holland's Glory, very fine sulphur ‘yellow: flowers. The 
double Emperor, Very strong. . . 8.50 80.— 

Insulinde, a particularly nice double Daffodil, Shite nemenihe 
with yellow and orange markings in the centre. See 
colored picture on inside cover. . . 9.— 85.— 

Irene Copeland, full double flowers of a lovely creamy Aehite 
color, suffused with yellow. Just an immense rose, atl 
attractives | eas, 9.— 85.— 

Texas, the largest of all OIC Nacsa eaie caving with a 
beautiful dark orange center, Very striking and 
attractive. Excellent early forcer. Exceptional offer. . 11.— 100.— 

Twink, white with orange centre. Elegantly shaped, half 
double flowers . . . ' 9.50 90.— 

Von Sion, golden yellow, the most popular full double yellow 
datrodil wespecially foreculturesin: DOtS 0) es es 9.— 85.-— 

Ina rich MIXTURE of DOUBLE Narcissi ‘FIRST SIZE 
| per 100 $7.50 per 1000 $70.— | 

POETAZ NARCISSI 

Bunch-flowering Narcissi, giving masses of flowers. Each stem 
bearing from 4 to 6 beautiful flowers, forming little bouquets in itself 

MOTHER BULBS 
Cheerfulness, remarkable poetaz variety with double flowers p. 100 p. 1000 

of a fine creamy white color. Very rich-flowering and $ $ 
highly admired both for forcing and for the garden. . 6.50 60.— 

Geranium, one of the very best Poetaz Narcissi, perianth of 
purest white, with deep orange-red eyes. A perfect forcer 
(seevcolored’ picture onsinside cover). . ... % 8.50 80.— 

La Fiancée, white perianths, light orange cups. Very abi 
dant flowering giving 7 and8 flowers ononestem. . . 8.59 80.— 

Laurens Koster, white petals, sulphur- pSrOW a dees 
clusters, fine forcer: . . 6.50 60.— 

Orange Cup, perianths sulphur- seeatteiig orange cup, a very 
JOO OCLs. ame. 7.— 65.— 

Scarlet Gem, pure yellow parents a a beiitiant rics 
eye. A very attractive and quite outstanding variety. . 7.— 65.— 

Beautiful MIXTURE of POETAZ NARCISSI for the garden, FIRST SIZE 

consisting of more than 15 sorts, all mixed together. 
per 100 $ 5.50 per 1000 $ 50— 
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Small flowering N A R C I S S | FOR THE ROCK GARDEN 

p. 100 p. 100 
$ TREVITHIAN, pale lemon yel- $ 

Single JONQUILS, dainty heads low perianth as crown, ee 
of small, rich golden-yellow 3 flowers on a stem, height 
flowers, sweet scented . 3.50 about 12 inches 5.50 

Double JONQUILS, very attrac- TRIANDRUS ALBUS, a Saal 
tive little flowers, graceful, flowering variety producing 
sweet scented little narcissi 4.— a cluster of elegant little 

Jong. GOLDEN PERFECTION, creamy-white flowers with 
a giant flowering variety with globular cup and perianth 
tall and strong stems and reflexing like a Cyclamen 5.— 
large clear yellow flowers . 5.— | TRIANDRUS THALIA, often 

Single CAMPERNELLES, rich called the orchid-flowered 
flowering little —narcissi, daffodil, it produces beautiful 
splendid for rockeries, very pure white flowers, 3 to 4 on 
long lasting . 3.90 a stem. Very attractive and 

Double CAMPERNELLES, most suitable for rockeries. 
elegantly formed double nar- See colored picture on inside 
cissi giving golden-yellow cover. In reality it is even 

flowers of great substance 4.— much nicer . 10.— 

QUEEN OF SPAIN, charming W. P. MILNER, small Mewerte 
little trumpet and reflexed daffodil with sulphur-white 
petals. Soft canary-yellow. 9.50 little flowers. Very attractive 5.50 

Grand mixture of Daffodils and Narcissi 
for naturalization 

This grand mixture contains all existing classes in the greatest 

possible assortment of varieties. Of most of the different kinds 

we have in stock, there will be small quantities left over and 

all those small and odd lots we put together and they form our 

General Mixture. A freely mixed lot of many varieties of Long 

Trumpets, Double Narcissi, Shortcups, Poeticus- and Poetaz 

Narcissi. 

Just the right mixture to plant in any place where they can be 

left undisturbed. Even under trees they will do well. 

They will appear every spring, producing an increasing 

quantity of the nicest spring flowers. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

x 

x 
per 1000 $ 40.— per 100 $ 4.75 per 250 $ 11.— 
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We grow large quantities of the above items and other summer flowering 

bulbs and we feel that the Dutch Glads and Dahlias will prove to be a 

desirable supplement to the existing American varieties. 

During the last decade our Dutch growers have made tremendous progress 

in improving their stock. Only the most perfect specimens of form and 

color were retained. 

In Glads there is hardly a variety that will not bloom with eight florets 

open at the same time. Dahlias of all types, such as Cactus, Decorative or 

Pompons were only retained if they were the largest, or the richest 

flowering or the most perfectly colored. , 

We feel that we have something good to offer and are in a position to do 

so at very reasonable prices. 

Most of these bulbs are ready for shipment from late fall until early spring. 

If you are interested we shall be glad to send you our pricelist sometime. 

in September or early October. 

Please apply for your free copy. 



CROCUS 

The prettiest and most popular early Springflowers. Crocus can be 
planted in any place and they do not need any special care. Once 
planted they come back year after year with an increasing richness 
of flowers. 

For indoor-culture, we advise you to order the very largest ones, 
giving from 6 to 10 flowers each. 

eae FIRST SIZE SECOND SIZE 
—11 cm 9—10 c — 

BLUE and PURPLE p. be Dp. ssh p.100 p. 1000 p. 100 p. 1000 
Early Perfection, finest porcelain $ $ $ $ 

blueeiee . 
Enchantress, porcelain. blue, very 

large. 
King of the Blues, dark blue ; 
Nigger Boy, the darkest blue, 

almost black. Very large and 
strong =. - ? 3.30 30— 2.80 25.— 2.20 20.— 

Purpurea grandiflora, purple, the 
largest in this color . 

Queen of the Blues, very fine light 
blue flowers 

Remembrance, lavender blue, fine 
flowers. 

The Bishop, the darkest purple. 
Large flowers of perfect shape 

WHITE 

King of the Whites, extra large 
white variety : 

Mont Blanc, pure white, tall, very 
fine . 

Snowstorm, a large pure white 
crocus . Mae ery oy. wcities 

440 40— 3.80 35— 3.30 30.— 

STRIPED and VARIEGATED 

King of the Striped, white with 
blue stripes. . . 

Mikado, a fine striped variety . ae Os BS 50 G0 gees. 
Pallas, light violet, white striped. 

One of the best 
Striped Beauty, blue, with ‘white 

stripes 

YELLOW 

Golden Yellow, the finest of all 5— 48— 450 42— 4— 36.— 
crocus . ao CAneeml eer, we 

GENERAL MIXTURE 

of blue — white — striped— \ 399 35— 330 30— 275 25— 
and yellow Crocus all mixed 
together 
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MISCELLANEOUS BULBS 

Hereunder we beg to offer you these pretty little [lowers which are 

necessary to complete our gardens, and are so fine for planting 

under shrubs, in corners, or in rock-gardens. Most sorts are quite 

hardy and once they are planted need no further attention. They 

will come year after year, giving heaps of pleasure in early spring 

TOPSIZE BULBS 

ANEMONES (single flowered) r a “ Tes 

Hollandia, bright vermilion scarlet, very large flower 2.— 18.— 

Mr. Fokker, large flowers in a distinct blue color. . . 2.30 20.— 

Sylphide, violet, large flowers on tall stems. ... . 2.30 20.— 

The Bride, lovely pure white flowers. . .... . 2.50 22.— 

The Caen, beautiful mixture of a great many colors, 
red — pink — light blue — dark blue etc. all mixed- 
together. Very rich flowering. The most popular. . . 2.— 18.— 

ANEMONES (half double) 

St. Brigid, these are beautiful half double Anemones, giving 
flowers like Ostrich-feathers. In wonderful MIXTURE : 
of all imaginable colors. .. . , 2.75 25.— 

ANEMONES (double flowered) 

Full double flowers, extremely beautiful, in very shies 
pastel colors: 
bright blue — violet blue — blood red — carmine — 
rose and white — pure white. ........ . 3.50 32.— 

[nea Wonderiulemixturesof Colors=... Vee > . «os 3.25 30.— 

CHIONODOXA (Glory of the Snow) 

Flowering in January—February. Quite hardy and 
splendid for naturalization. 

Lucilaea, the most aa ee blue little flowers with 
white centre .. . +) ee teen ee es ae 1.50 12.50 

Sardensis, the deep blue arn pee Oe en ae 1.50 12.50 

Alba, the pure white variety, very scarce. . . 3.— 28.— 

Giganthea, the giant-flowering variety, giving pestiieal 
large flowers of a lavender-blue color. .... . 2.— ise 

ERANTHIS HYEMALIS (Winter Aconites) 

Earliest of all spring flowers, coming into bloom in 
January already with pretty golden-yellow flowers. 
Perfectly hardy alee ome ile tet kc 62 ie ee 2.29 20.— 

FRITILLARIA MELEAGRIS 

Fine little flowers, especially nice for rock-gardens. 
IngsplendigsMiDyal @ Rite ere ren ftp. ba Same 2.50 22.— 

GALANTHUS (Snowdrops) . 

Single Snowdrops. Extra Topsize, enormous bulbs, piel 
clumps of flowers. . . , SS a oe 3.— 28.— 

Double Snowdrops. Extra Tansee es ; 4.50 40.— 

Galanthus Maxima. These are giant- LoWwerine pmol 
snowdrops, much larger and on taller stems than the 
Ordinary SnOWClOpSi ese et. ee 4.50 40.— 



MISCELLANEOUS (continued) 

HYACINTHUS MUSCARI (Grape Hyacinths) 

Popular and pretty little flowers which give satisfaction 
everywhere. Once planted they come back every spring, 
making a nice effect. Flowering time April. 

Armeniacum, bright deep blue, larger than the well- 
known Heavenly Blue, and a good forcing variety too 

Azureum, sky-blue, the earliest of all, flowering in 

January : Paar 

Botryoides Album, the white Muscari, fine for small 
TET Smee eA miacte st (ee eiarl ns. lan: 

Botryoides Coerulea, the dark blue Grape Hyacinth . 

Heavenly Blue, the most popular of all, in a fine light 
blue color : ’ 

Plumosum (Feather Hyacinth), strange flower, having 
the shape of an ostrich feather. Fine for rockery and 
unexcelled for cutting. They are very long lasting and 
every one is fond of these remarkable violet blue 
flowers 

IRIS RETICULATA 

The well known rockgarden Iris. Rich violet blue with 
a small orange blotch on the falls . 

IXIAS (American Corn Lily) 

Elegantly shaped little flowers, fine for garden decorat- 
ion and giving wonderful cutflowers with long lasting 
qualities. Flowering time May. 
In a beautiful MIXTURE of all imaginable colors . 

SCILLA CAMPANULATA (Forest hyacinths) 

Excellent for naturalizing and for planting under shrubs 
or in the rock garden. Flowering time May. 
In WHITE—BLUE or PINK . Pad 7 
In beautiful MIXTURE 

SCILLA SIBIRICA 

Pretty little flowers, blooming early in spring and giving 
satisfaction everywhere; sky-blue flowers. ‘ 
Fine for naturalization. 
EXTRA TOPSIZE 
BEoteriks lL SI ZB 

SCILLA SIBIRICA ,,SPRING BEAUTY" 

A great improvement of Scilla Sibirica, giving flowers 

which are more than twice as large, in the same wonder- 
ful sky-blue color. Fine for the garden but also nice for 
forcing in pots eee 

SPARAXIS 

Charming May flowering rockgarden bulbs. Very colorful 

TOPSIZE BULBS 
p. 100 p. 1000 

$ $ 

1.80 15.— 

1.80 15.— 

2.80 25.— 

1.80 15.— 

1.80 15.— 

3.— 45.— 

3.50 30.— 

1.80 15.— 

2.— 18.— 
1.60 14.— 

2.50 22.50 
2.— 18.— 

2.80 25.— 

2.50 20.— 
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SPECIAL OFFER FOR COUNTERSALE 

TULIPS IN CARTONS 
WITH COLORED PICTURES 

For the convenience of our customers we have specially made nicely 
colored cartons, which hold 

12 BEAUTIFUL DARWIN TULIPS 

We pack these in units of 24 cartons, as follows 

2 cartons dark red 
2 bi scarlet 
Z pink 

2 a white 
2 " black 
2 - yellow 
2 fi lavender 
0 1 - mixed colors 

. 24 cartons of 12 Tulips each 

Persunit of 24 cartons (288 ylulips)ponlys.0< 4) 9 eee eee 

We use only fine varieties of Darwin tulips for these selections. Strong 
first size bulbs, 1114 to 1214 cm in circumference. 
If you wish a different selection, for example all MIXED or all in separate 
colors, we shall be glad to comply with your request. } 

~ a 

gia | 

a egies aa } 
orc se A 

weer LO ae, 

OUR PARROT SPECIAL 

We also have attractive packages with beautiful Parrot tulips, a mixture 

of 4 of the finest varieties. 

Not an ordinary mixture, but a wonderful selection of the following: 

3 Blue Parrot 

3. Fantasy 
3 Orange Favorite 
3 Therese 

12 Parrots in each package 

Also packed in units of 24 cartons, each package with a brightly colored 

picture showing the 4 varieties. 

Per unit of 24 cartons (288 Tulips), only . te atiae ake ne LZtOL) 

ee eee 



Daffodils and Narcissi 

in the 5 varieties as pictured, 

30 extra strong and large 

bulbs of each sort for only 

g 15.— 



: Orange Savori : 

\ 

300 

Exquisite Parrot Tulips 

in the 5 pictured varieties 

100 of each, all extra 

Topsize bulbs, for $ 23.50 


